
Sharp, accurate forecasting
for vigorous pursuits. 

Why Global Forecasts?

Because market demands 
are hard to see and DACIS 
offers the clarity to turn 
procurement intelligence 
into early mover advantage.

Programs and subsystems:
• Aircraft

• Land vehicles

• Ships

• Space

• Weapons

• Fixed site systems

• Man-portable

• Customized sectors

Deep, extensive coverage

• 70+ countries

• 5,000+ programs

• 60,000+ subsystems

• $2T market coverage

• Forecasts through 2030

Reporting detail

• Country

• Armed service

• Platform type

• Platform role

• Platform family

• Platform designation

• Platform sub-designation

• Custom fields and more

What it all means

• Fast, effective research 
that supports strategic 
planning

• Credible, relevant data 
for timely decision 
making

• Unmatched insights at a 
sustainable price

Deep, quality forecasting data for global military equipment is no longer 
reserved for just the big companies. DACIS Global Forecasts™, powered 
by Tamarack Defense, now makes this information available to every 
organization that needs reliable, accurate perspectives in procurement 
intelligence.

Crafted for a broad spectrum of users, this latest product in the DACIS 
competitive intelligence suite reveals the dynamics of supply and demand 
and the market participants in the worldwide military equipment market. 
Global Forecasts is ideal for professionals engaged in national defense, 
policy formulation, market research, and international security.

Knowing opportunity means knowing what’s coming.

Act earlier upon what others can’t see.

In noisy, dynamic markets, looking around is tough work and looking 
ahead even tougher. DACIS Global Forecasts, and the entire DACIS 
competitive intelligence suite, makes both of those jobs much easier.

Request your
no-risk trial.

Global Forecasts

DACIS Global 
Forecasts™

…to views that move organizations to act.

From rapidly moving markets…
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Analytical disciplines and proprietary data science combine to 
deliver invaluable, intuitive insights out to 2030 and beyond.
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Raw data sources made context-credible.
Built from the most reliable and current information available then pressed through direct analysis 
and proprietary data science, DACIS Global Forecasts is tailored for precision and realism by 
experienced practitioners. Innovative approaches, including probability weighting and derived 
opportunities in the outyears of the forecast, means organizations get relevant insights to specific 
to their requirements. 

Highly-segmented fast search power…

…for highly-detailed market views.

Aggregation is where it begins, not where it 
ends. Credible forecasts are both art and 
science and require experienced hands to craft 
far beyond the data itself.

Partnering with Tamarack Defense, DACIS 
Global Forecasts helps you understand where 
markets are going regarding global military 
equipment production, modifications, and non-
recurring investment.

It's highly granular and highly informative 
covering thousands of programs and tens of 
thousands of subsystems so you can get 
information the way you need to see it - and 
act upon it.

Look into the future without missing nuances.



Extensive details across programs, borders, and governments, 
amidst changing circumstances demand proficient approaches.

Fortifying clean data sourcing and practitioner analysis, forecasts are formulated applying a 
blend of factored and unfactored program values. These proprietary algorithms finitely 
assess the likelihood of military procurements at program and subprogram levels. This 
enables defense professionals to confidently anticipate trends, risks, and opportunities in 
the military equipment market.

Sources and validation make the difference.

The challenge with U.S. military 
equipment markets is not 
insufficient data, but how to make 
the most of an abundance of 
disjointed information. Credible 
U.S. forecasts are forged from 
correlated and analyzed details in 
New Production values and 
delivery units, by budget-year 
AND delivery year, and NRE 
(RDT&E) and modifications tied to 
platforms.

U.S. market forecasts at line-item levels.

What should our growth goals be? Where should we focus our business development efforts? 
What markets should we be investing in? How large is our market, and where is it headed?

All serious questions that deserve more than swipes at progressive estimates. In DACIS Global 
Forecasts, the market intelligence is gathered, scrutinized, and processed by the Tamarack 
Defense team, then seamlessly integrated into the DACIS platform and its powerful search 
and reference capabilities. The result is thorough and trustworthy perspectives of designated 
market segments the fuels quality decision making.

Probability Weighting. Where innovation meets data science.

To reveal subsystems, platforms undergo a process of disassembly and analysis. For instance, 
an aircraft platform will be disassembled into various components, including structures, 
avionics, primary profitability, propulsion, utilities, EO/IR, radar, electronic warfare (EW) 
systems, landing systems, and workstations. Subsequently, values are allocated to these 
subsystems in relation to the overall platform cost, with lead time adjustments factored in.
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The most powerful competitive intelligence suite joined with the 
most credible rising force in global forecasting.

Get that step ahead by looking forward with confidence.

Tamarack Defense is an emerging innovator in military equipment forecasting 
leveraging proprietary data toolsets, analysis disciplines, and new 
technologies to improve outcomes across the global defense industry. 
Tamarack Defense’s forecasting services are unmatched in their ability to 
support all stakeholders in the market, from startups and investors through to 
multinational conglomerates.

Worldwide information sources, analyses by practitioners, and state of the art 
data science form the value and quality of each market forecast. For 
customers needing more, forecasts can be tailored for specialized 
requirements. More company information can be found at 
tamarackdefense.com.

Powerful capabilities from names you can trust.

Holistic views, seamless integration, and endless insights into who, where, 
when, and how who is spending money, all backed by elite customer care. 
That’s DACIS. The decisive intelligence you need to get the advantage your 
business demands.

InfoBase Publishers is the maker of the DACIS competitive intelligence 
service, a leading platform of comprehensive information for organizations 
doing business in the Federal aerospace, defense, and technology markets. 
For more than 27 years, DACIS remains dedicated to empowering defense 
industry organizations with unmatched insights to enhance their strategic 
decision-making processes.

Schedule a demonstration today!

Leveraging a crafted blend of publicly sourced 
information, proprietary analytical methods, and 
the innovative artificial intelligence, DACIS 
Global Forecasts gives users a superior scope of 
market coverage and deep insights into the 
global defense industry. 
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https://www.tamarackdefense.com/
https://dacis.info/contact/

